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Introduction

There are known two methods of organization of control programs in discrete control systems – polling of devices or subsystems and interruption service. The first one is simple to program, but is used in relatively not complicated systems, because requires many resources of a processor for continuous polling of devices. The second one requires of a processor attention only if a service is needed. This necessity calls an interruption of a running program to make a service. This method is more efficient in sense of usage of resources, because continuous checking of peripherals devices is not required.

It is helpfully to create and check control programs and methods using simulation systems. The authors have built and use program package CENTAURUS CPN [1] for this purpose. The aim of this paper is to show, how control systems with interruption service may be simulated by means of this package. The aim of this paper is to show, how control systems with interruption service may be simulated by means of this package. The necessity of design of such means was called by simulation of traffic control in a ring crossing. The simulation, using polling, becomes very slow and not effective, if number of cars increases. For example, when 21 car is in such crossing with 4 ways, 420 (21*20) conditions must be checked to avoid collisions on entering the ring, and the same number of conditions is to be checked to bypass overrides from the rear [2], when a car moves around in the ring. Thus, total number of checks to be made on each step of simulation – 840 and model becomes not functional.

Solution of the problem of redundant checks

The checking’s, of conflict conditions on each step of the Petri net seems to be redundant, if organize control with interruptions. It is necessary to show parameter (expressions), which may have any transition the net realized by the means of CENTARUS CPN, before that. Any transition may be delayed, except of conventional guard expression. Delay time is defined by „delay expression“. Usage of colored Petri nets as simulation tool of control systems requires, as shown in [3], global variables. It is a bit dangerous, but some special limitations, such as prohibited change of value of a global variable until a current step of Petri net is not complete, let to avoid hidden links or cyclic references. Some extensions are made. A transition can have additional attribute – „finish expression“. Values of global can be changed only by finish expressions, which all are calculated after a current Petri net step is finished. A change of a global variable value may cause branching conditions of the net. On other hand, it may be a reason to make an interruption.

A transition, in a conventional Petri net, can be fired only if all values of expressions of input links are found as tokens in appropriate places, connected to these links. Additional boolean expression (guard expression) - must be satisfied too, if declared. Fired transition causes calculation of expressions of output links, i. e. generation of output tokens. Therefore, a transition without input links never can fire.

An interruption of running program on one processor controller means, that execution of the program is temporarily stopped and a procedure of the interruption service is executed until finished. The interrupted program is continued from the brake point after that. Petri nets suppose parallel firing of transitions; therefore let us treat an interruption of running program, simulated by Petri net, as firing of a transition on a special conditions, despite of presence of input links.

These special conditions are three:
1. Value of a global variable is changed;
2. Special function, causing interruption, is present in the guard expression of a transition;
3. This boolean function returns value „true“.

The special function to cause an interruption is called \( \text{Event}(\text{fun}) \). The parameter \( \text{fun} \) is parameter less function defined by user in declarations. The function \( \text{fun} \) operates only with constants or global variables because of absence of input parameters. It may be concluded, that there is no need to execute this function, in order to check if an interruption arise, if no one of global variables is changed. Furthermore, it is possible in the phase of compilation of declarations to define global variable or group of them, change of that can cause an interruption. The fact of change of a global variable can be easily checked when finish expressions are calculated.

The algorithm of one step of simulation process written in pseudo-code is such:

```pseudo
for all transitions do
    if input links exist then
        Calculate values of expressions of input links;
        Check, if tokens equivalent for these values exists in places, to which input chords are connected;
        if all input expressions satisfied then
            if value of guard expression is true then
                {Fire this transition}
                Calculate values of expressions of output links;
                if finish expression defined then
                    Evaluate it and put the result into temporary store;
                    Trim up tokens in places – remove tokens used by input links and put tokens generated by output links.
                    Remember new values of global variables generated by finish expressions and stored in temporary store.
            else if a global value has changed before then
                if guard expression contains function event and this function returns true then
                    {Fire this transition. An interruption rises}
                    Calculate values of expressions of output links;
                    if finish expression defined then
                        Evaluate it and put the result into temporary store.
        else if a global value has changed before then
            if guard expression contains function event and this function returns true then
                {Fire this transition. An interruption rises}
                Calculate values of expressions of output links;
                if finish expression defined then
                    Evaluate it and put the result into temporary store;
```

The underlined code is added to simulate interruptions.

The example shown in Fig. 1 explains the written above. The function \( \text{go} \), defined in declarations returns result „true“ then value of global boolean variable \( R1 \) becomes „true“. This function is included into guard expression of transition 6. Value of \( R1 \) can be changed in finish expression of delayed transition 2 by function \( \text{Zap} \), which realizes assignment of value „true“ to global value \( R1 \).

This event originates at the end of the step of the net, on which delayed transition 2 was fired, delay time has finished and finish expression of this transition is calculated, in other words, when all three, before mentioned, conditions are fulfilled.

### Simulation with interruptions

The aim of this paragraph is to show differences in modeling and simulation using polling and interruptions. The traffic simulation in a ring crossing was used only as a test task, show that new modeling system is functioning.

The principles of building Petri net model of the traffic are described in [3, 6] and a crossing is shown in Fig. 2. A riding car must keep secure distant from a car before, therefore continuous control of distance is necessary. On other hand, a car entering the ring must let a car riding around the ring, if distant between cars is not sufficient [4, 5, 7].

It is evident, that such task is asynchronous and stochastic, because appearance of a car near the crossing is random.

A car \( A \) can enter and leave the crossing by any of four ways (Fig. 3), so it seems reasonable to split the task...
of riding throughout the crossing into several smaller tasks:

1. Check, on each simulation step, if a car reached a zone (1–4) of entering the ring;
2. Check, if a zone „ring is busy“(5–8) is free, because the presence of a car in these zones prohibit entering the ring. It means that checking of all cars, if they are not in a zone of 5–8 is necessary. The zones 1–4 and 5–8 are coherent in pairs – zone 1 with 5, 2 with 6 and so on;
3. Check, on each simulation step, if each car do not overtake another car to avoid collision.

The fragment of the net (Fig. 3) shows, how a „riding“ of a car is realized.

The delayed transition 116 simulates the movement of a car in one simulation step, in time and distance.

The new position of the car, dot type token, is generated by output chord of this transition and remembered if the place 117. The car, if the new position of it is out of the simulation field, is „sent” into the part of the model, which organizes movement of new cars, to be used repeatedly. The token, representing car is sent, throughout the transition 118, into place 115, if car can move the next step and into 48, if car must stop for a while, to avoid a possible collision. All before mentioned checks are done in the environment of the transition 118. Checking, if a car reached the crossing, is done at the 118 transition too.

The main amount of time necessary to simulate riding of a car is wasted for checks associated with the transition 118. The model with 21 car becomes very slow and not useful practically.

The same crossing (Fig. 2) can be simulated using proposed interruptions. The continuous, from step to step, checking conditions of interruptions is necessary now only. Many of conditions formulated above can be checked when an interruption rises.

There are three kinds of interruptions in the model:

1. Interruption occurs, when a car enters one of zones 5–8. The fact, which car did that, is not important at all;
2. A car entered into one of zones 1–4. It is important, which car did it and into which zone, here. The service program must check, if a coherent zone, 5–8, is free. The car can enter the ring if „ring is busy” zone free and stop, if busy;
3. A car overtakes another car, moving before it. Interruption rises, if distance between both cars becomes less then secure one. The service program stops the car.

Services of these interruptions are nested, e.g. the interruption of the first kind generates conditions of the branching on service of a interruption of the second type.

The structure of the fragment of the net, where services of the interruptions of the first kind are organized, is shown in Fig. 4. Transitions 614 – 617 fires, when interruptions, called by entering of a car into zone 5–8, respectively, near the south, east, north and west, ways entering the ring rises. Therefore, these four fragments simulate service programs of each interruption.

Transitions 141–152 have finish expressions to make changes of global variables, which are used in user defined functions setting necessity of an interruption. Transitions 158–161 check and fix new values of global variables – symptoms of business of zones 5–8. Therefore, it is not necessary organize checking of this condition for all cars on each simulation step. It is one of reasons, why speed of simulation rises.

The fragment of the net (Fig. 5) shows, how a „riding“ of a car is realized with interruptions.

Firing of transition 116 is equivalent to movement of a car by one step. All checks of before mentioned interruption conditions are realized in the subnet, represented by transition 118.

The structure of the subnet 118 is shown in Fig. 6. The fragment in this picture illustrates simulation of a car riding throughout the crossing (Fig. 2) with interruptions. Transition 760 fires, when a car moves, on current simulation step, without any conflict. Transition 762 fires, when a
car leaves the area of the crossing. A conflict causes firing of the transition 764 and it is equivalent to stop of a car for a time interval, which is realized as delay of the transition 765.

![Diagram of car movement](image)

**Fig. 6.** The subnet fragment, representing the riding of a car, when interruptions are used. Names of transitions and actions, that are simulated by firing of them: **Free** – car can ride, because there is no obstacles, **conflict** – an obstacle fixed, **stop** – car is waiting during one simulation step, after conflict – permission to ride is granted for a car, **finish** – car is out of simulation field

The transition 761 fires after conflict is solved and a car may continue movement under control of the transition 760.

It can be noted, that there is no need to check conflict conditions on each step of simulation. It lets significantly increase the simulation speed.

**Conclusions**

Simulation of control systems with large amount of interacting objects requires a powerful computer, if process is realized using polling. The number of conditions to check becomes huge and these checking must be done on each step of simulation. Simulation process becomes slow and, practically, not useful.

The new simulation technique and program package using interruptions generated by the model itself are proposed. This technique, applied to simulation of traffic throughout a ring crossing, allows significantly simplify the model structure and make the simulation process appreciably faster.
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